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Required reading
From essential gas safety 
information to essential 
business information, 
Registered Gas Engineer  
is recognised and 
acknowledged as the 
industry’s leading and  
must-read magazine.

We’re Gas Safe Register’s 
official magazine and we 
publish in print and online  
to make sure that every  
registered business in the UK 
stays up to date with the latest 
technical guidance, thought 
leadership, all the news, and 
how it affects them and their 
daily work.

We provide what our readers 
tell us they need: accurate, 
unbiased and essential 
information. 
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With the increasing focus on low-carbon 
heating and hot water, Registered Gas 
Engineer’s 80,000-plus businesses are at  
the forefront of the goverment’s drive to 
decarbonise the UK’s homes. Our inclusive 
coverage of low-carbon technologies makes 
sure that they have all the information and 
support they need.

15  
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years of  
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growth
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at least

6,000
new engineers register 

every year

87%  
work in domestic 

repair, maintenance 
and improvement 

18% 
work on new-build 

properties

19% 
work with local 

authority/housing 
associations

19% 
work on commercial/

industrial systems

74% 
engineers would choose 

RGE if they could 
receive only 1 trade 

magazine*

70% 
engineers who value  

RGE the most 
for technical 
information*

Now in its 

15th 
year

73% 
are sole traders

131,733
registered gas  

engineers

74% 
engineers who trust RGE to 
be the most accurate and 

authoritative  
magazine*

The only  

official  
registration 
magazine

*Source: Gas Safe Register  
quarterly engineers’ survey

recipients every issue
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About us
Received by every single Gas Safe registered business
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(Channel 
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Audience summary

1. 
RGE  

print edition

2. 
Digital editions* 

3. 
Website 

visitors**

Named 
recipients  
per issue

80,073
Additional reads 
and downloads  

per annum

30,000
Users per annum

118,500

Data less  
than 1 year old 

100%
Average  
read time

6mins
  

28secs

Page 
views per 

annum

203,000

*Digital editions include reads and downloads from 

Gas Safe Register’s  

website, and RGE website digital edition

** Visitors to www.RegisteredGasEngineer.co.uk 

between August 2022 and August 2023

Year on year 
increase 

62%
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Information
For all advertising enquiries, email: 
Sales Director Ian Carter at: ian@rgemagazine.co.uk  
or call: 020 7183 1815 / 020 3475 6811.

For all press enquiries and editorial information,  
email editor Nicki Shearer at: 
editorial@registeredgasengineer.co.uk

Registered Gas Engineer 
The Team, 30 Park Street,  
London SE1 9EQ

Online
For the latest news and jobs, go to:  
www.registeredgasengineer.co.uk 
We can carry a leaderboard (728x90) or MPU (300x250)  
@ £350+VAT per month. 

All advertisers feature in all digital editions on  
www.registeredgasengineer.co.uk and on  
Gas Safe Register’s engineer website

Features and contacts

Forward Features 2024
January/February Technical: Flues in flats; boilers in lofts;  
 pipework 
 Focus: Asbestos; small business essentials;  
 system cleaning; powerflushing

March/April Technical: Pipework (commercial internal and  
 external); multiple boilers in single flues;  
 tightness testing; LPG cylinder locations 
 Focus: Controls; UFH; pumps & circulators,   
 PLUS: 15 years of gas safety with  
 Gas Safe Register

May/June Technical: FAQs to Gas Safe Register’s  
 Technical Helpline; boilers in bathrooms;  
 BS 5440 
 Focus: Apps, electrical safety, heat pumps 

July/August Technical: Oxygen cylinders; mobile catering;  
 swimming pool boilers; black dust 
 Focus: Hybrid heating; commercial heating;  
 energy efficiency

September/October Technical: Topics will be confirmed  
 in spring 2024 
 Focus: Gas Safety Week; back to basics;  
 controls; boilers 

November-December Technical: Topics will be confirmed  
 in spring 2024 
 Focus: CO awareness; water heating;  
 flue gas analysers;  
 radiators and heat emitters 
 
 *Please note that planned features are a guide only and may change. 
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FROM THE EDITOR

Comment 
Spring is around the corner after the unwelcome 

return of snow and ice in March and yet more 
callouts to frozen condensate and boiler breakdowns. 
We’re all looking forward to warmer weather,  
turning the heating down and a chance to take  
a foot off the pedal. 

Gas engineers and consumers alike have been 
dealing with the rise in the cost of daily living, and  
the response for many self-employed people has  
been even more work, dealing with supply issues  
and higher prices while still coming to the rescue  
and keeping their customers warm. 

A recent survey has found that tradespeople who 
are self-employed are generally working longer hours, 
and our 2023 reader survey shows that a whopping  
89 per cent of Gas Safe registered engineers are  
either sole traders or work in small companies of 
fewer than five people. 

The survey has also confirmed that many of you 
have been working with gas for a long time: more 
than half have 20-plus years under your belt. But it 
also showed that you’re looking to the future and the 
ramping up of renewable forms of heating. Nearly  
one in five are working with renewables in some form 
right now, and seven in ten are considering training  
in heat pumps this year.
Nicki Shearer, editor
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Reader survey   2023: the results
We want to say a huge 

thank you to all those 
who took part in our 2023 reader 
survey. More than 1,100 of you 
gave us your feedback about 
this magazine and your working 
life in general. 

We ask about you and your 
business so that we can make 
sure that the information we 
provide in this magazine is as 
valuable and relevant as 
possible. Asking some of the 
same questions every year 
enables us to look at whether 
– and how – things are changing 
for you and your business, 
particularly on renewables.

In an increasingly digital-led 
age, we want to know whether 
you still find a print magazine 
valuable. Overwhelmingly you 
do, it seems: more than 
three-quarters generally prefer 
to read trade magazines in print 

as well as enjoying finding out 
the latest news about your 
industry and information about 
the newest products.

When it comes to social 
media, it clearly isn’t for 
everyone: one in four of you  
use it to attract and keep in 
touch with potential customers, 
with Facebook very much the 
preferred option among those 
who do use it.

That’s probably because, for 
the vast majority, your business 
comes to you, whether it’s from 
existing customers and repeat 
business, or because your 
customers have recommended 
you. Gas Safe Register’s Find  
an Engineer function plays an 
important role too, with more 
than one-third saying that 
customers come to you because 
they’ve found and checked you 
on the Register’s website.

50%
  age 55+
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Which sectors do you work in?

How long have you been 
a gas engineer?

31+ years

21-30 years

11-20 years

6-10 years

3-5 years

0-2 years

34%

21%

24%

10%

6%

4%

Do you currently install or work with 
renewable technologies?

19%

81%
70%

Are or may be  
considering training to 

work with  
heat pumps in 2023
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Training articles
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70%

39%

51%

45%

39%

37%

68%

56%

Which articles in this magazine  
do you most enjoy reading?

How do you usually read 
Registered Gas Engineer magazine?

87% 13%

How do your customers find 
you?

Existing customers and 
repeat business

85%

Word-of-mouth 
recommendation

83%

Gas Safe Register’s 
Find an Engineer

33%

Social media 18%

Recommended  
tradesperson websites

11%

Do you use social  
media to attract and  
keep in touch with  
potential customers?

76%
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Stay safe from 
cyber crime
Cyber attacks are becoming increasingly common, and sole traders and 
small businesses are no less vulnerable than individuals. Here we take a 
look at the many ways you can foil the fraudsters, including the latest tips 
from the National Cyber Security Centre.

We have all received 
emails and messages 

from fraudsters trying to trick 
us into sharing our personal 
information. They often pretend 
to be from government 
departments and companies we 
trust, asking us to click on links 
to fake websites to steal our 
personal details. 

Some are easy to spot: 
they’ve got spelling errors and 
they’re often not specifically 
addressed to us. But cyber 
criminals are becoming more 
sophisticated in their attempts. 
As our world becomes 
increasingly digital, it’s more 
important than ever to protect 
yourself against the disruption, 
financial and reputational 
damage that cyber-attacks  
can cause. 

Why does it matter?
It might be tempting to think 
that, as a sole trader or small 
business, you are unlikely to be 
targeted by cyber criminals, but 
this is simply not the case. Many 
cyber incidents are untargeted, 
sent out blindly to thousands of 

affected. You could also 
consider using a payment 
platform such as PayPal, 
Google Pay and Apple Pay.  
And whenever you pay, look for 
the closed padlock in the web 
address bar: it means your 
connection is secure.

Email security
Your email is often where you 
keep your most personal and 
financial information. It’s also 
likely to be how you send 
invoices, chase payments and, 
along with the phone, how you 
communicate with your 
customers. 

If a cyber-criminal accesses 
your email, they could get into 
your other online accounts  
using the ‘forgotten password’ 
feature (which will often send  
a verification to your email).  
They can also find personal or 
business information and use this 
to scam you or people you know.

Protect your account
It’s easier than you think for 
someone to steal your 
password. Even if you’ve always 

people, regardless of the size of 
business. Between March 2020 
and February 2021, 39 per cent 
of all UK businesses reported a 
cyber attack.1

Who is behind them?
Online criminals are really 
good at identifying what can be 
monetised: for example, stealing 
and selling sensitive data  
or holding systems and 
information to ransom.
Hackers are individuals with 
varying degrees of expertise, 
often acting in an untargeted 
way, perhaps to test their own 
skills or cause disruption for the 
sake of it.
Malicious insiders use their 
access to an organisation’s data 
or networks to conduct 
malicious activity, such as 
stealing sensitive information to 
share with competitors.
Honest mistakes: sometimes 
staff with the best intentions just 
make a mistake, for example by 
emailing something sensitive to 
the wrong address.

kept your passwords secure, 
they can still be stolen through 
no fault of your own.

The most common way 
passwords are stolen is when 
an organisation holding your 
details suffers a data breach. 
Criminals will use passwords 
stolen in the breach to try and 
access other accounts, a 
technique that works because 
many people use the same 
password for different accounts.

Criminals may also try and 
trick you into revealing your 
passwords by sending you 
phishing links to scam websites 
asking you to log in, either by 
email, text message or direct 
messages/chat.

Create a strong password 
Your email and online account 
passwords should be strong 
and different for each account. 
Weak passwords can be 
cracked in seconds, so don’t 
use common words like 
passwords, birthdays, or the 
names of your pets or children. 
Instead, combine three random 
words that each mean 

What are the most 
common cyber security 
threats?
Ransomware is malicious 
software that makes data or 
systems unusable until the 
victim makes a payment.
Phishing is untargeted mass 
emails sent to many people 
asking for sensitive information 
(such as bank details) or 
encouraging them to visit a  
fake website.
Viruses are programs that can 
self-replicate and are designed 
to infect legitimate software 
programs or systems. These are 
a form of malware.
Insider risks are the potential for 
damage to be done maliciously 
or inadvertently by a legitimate 
user with privileged access to 
systems, networks or data.

How can I fight back?
Cyber security is how 
businesses can reduce the risk 
of becoming victims of a 
cyber-attack. The most 
important thing is to protect 
your devices (smartphones, 
laptops, tablets and computers) 

something to you, and add 
numbers and symbols if needed. 
For example, Chair!Garden@
Castle1. This creates a strong 
password that is easy to 
remember but hard to crack.

Or you could use a password 
manager, which can create 
strong passwords from random 
letters and numbers, and will 
remember them for you. 

If you’re thinking of changing 
certain characters in your 
password (swapping the letter 
‘o’ with a zero, for example), 
remember that cyber criminals 
know these tricks as well. So 
your password won’t be 
significantly stronger, but it will 
be harder for you to remember.

If you write down your 
password, make sure you keep 
it somewhere safe.

Use 2-step verification
2-step verification (2SV),  
also known as two-factor 
authentication (2FA) or multi-
factor authentication (MFA), 
gives you twice the protection, 
so that even if cyber criminals 
have your password, they  

and the services you access 
– both online and at work – from 
theft or damage. You must also 
prevent any unauthorised 
access to the personal 
information you store on these 
devices, and online. This is also 
important so that businesses 
comply with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

Shopping online
Be careful where you shop: 
Research online retailers and 
make sure they’re legitimate, 
particularly if you haven’t bought 
from them before. Check the 
feedback from people or 
organisations that you trust, 
such as consumer review 
websites.
Pay securely: When you shop 
online, use a credit card if you 
have one. Most major credit 
card providers protect online 
purchases and are obliged to 
refund you in certain 
circumstances. Using a credit 
card (rather than a debit card) 
also means that if your payment 
details are stolen, your main 
bank account won’t be directly 

can’t access your email. 
It works by asking for 

additional information to prove 
your identity. When you try to 
log in to your account, you’ll be 
sent a PIN or code, often by 
SMS or email to your phone.  
You then need to enter this PIN 
to prove that it’s really you, since 
it’s presumed that only you can 
access your phone or email.

You might also be able to 
enter your fingerprint, face scan 
or use a verification app if your 
device provides those. You don’t 
necessarily need a mobile phone 
to turn on 2-step verification; 
some organisations will let you 
use a landline number, or a 
separate device such as a card 
reader or USB stick.

Turning on 2SV is one of  
the most effective ways to 
protect your online accounts 
from cyber criminals.  
Once you’ve done this,  
you’re instantly much safer. 

Even if your passwords are 
hard to guess, that doesn’t make 
them any harder to steal. Even 
accounts protected with strong 
passwords benefit from 2SV.
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What’s on the horizon for boiler  standards and efficiency?

Better boiler efficiency and a more flexible approach 
to the transition to low-carbon heating are being 
signalled in the government’s new consultation. 
Registered Gas Engineer looks  
at some of the proposals.

allows for controls to include both 
weather and load compensation 
functionalities, or just controls with 
advanced weather compensation. 

Hybrids
Despite hybrid heating systems 
not being eligible for the Boiler 
Upgrade Grant currently, the 
government has signalled that they 
may be able to play a role in the 
transition to low-carbon heating.

Compact hybrids, in particular, 

The government is proposing 
measures to improve boiler 

standards and efficiency, reducing 
gas consumption and carbon 
emissions and preparing for the 
energy transition. It’s encouraging 
gas engineers to give their 
feedback to a major consultation, 
as well as seeking views from 
industry and consumers.

The wide-ranging consultation 
covers boilers, controls, 
hydrogen-ready boilers and  
the role of hybrid systems.

Boilers
New requirements, similar to the 
introduction of Boiler Plus, aim to 
get better efficiency out of boilers, 
including proposals to:
•  Introduce revised requirements 

for controls installed with 
boilers, to ensure boilers and 
controls are communicating in 
order to modulate boiler output 
and to deliver lower flow 
temperatures 

•  Address boiler oversizing in 
combis through wider 
modulation ranges, so that they 
efficiently meet space heating 
demands throughout the 

could become the new minimum 
standard. The government is 
looking at whether to require that 
from 2028, or sooner, all new gas 
boiler installations must be 
accompanied by an electrical 
heat generation element or other 
renewable or low-carbon system.

It says deploying hybrid 
heating systems in the 2020s and 
2030s could support the growth 
of the heat pump supply chain, 
particularly in those buildings  

heating season 
•  Bring system and regular  

boilers into scope – previous 
requirements applied to  
combis only

•  Improve heating system design 
and maintenance requirements 

•  Improve the minimum standards 
for hot water cylinders 

•  Better record in-situ boiler 
performance and information 
provided to the consumer 

•  Develop heating engineer skills 
and seek ways to improve 
heating system design, 
commissioning and 
maintenance.

The requirements are likely to 
come in from 2025 and are 
expected to improve the in-home 
performance of the average new 
gas boiler by up to 6 per cent. 
This will ensure boilers can deliver 
at, or as close as possible to, their 
lab-tested efficiency levels. 

Commissioning
The government is keen to 
understand how to ensure correct 
commissioning takes place and 
whether more information should 
be recorded at the time of 

that are less suitable for a 
low-temperature heat pump. 
However, it does acknowledge 
that significant carbon savings 
depend on system design, the 
building’s thermal characteristics 
and consumer behaviour.

Skills and training
Training in hybrids should provide 
heating engineers with all the 
competencies required to install a 
standalone heat pump, says the 
government, including designing 
and installing any further 
equipment or make any required 
amendments to the home, 
including radiator changes or 
installing a hot water cylinder.  

The government is currently 
working with industry to update 
both the existing Plumbing & 
Domestic Heating Technician 
apprenticeship standard and the 

installation, as well as how this 
could be made more efficient. 

It’s also asking about routine 
servicing, and whether going 
beyond the current recommended 
gas checks should be made 
mandatory. The recommended 
interval between servicing is also 
under review, as well as what 
should be carried out during an 
annual service.

Lower flow temperatures
Updated Building Regulations 
guidance now requires all new and 
replacement wet heating systems 
(including the heating appliance, 
emitters and associated pipework) 

Minimum Technical Competencies 
(MTCs) for individuals to 
participate in competent person 
schemes: these allow heating 
engineers to self-certify certain 
types of building work against 
Building Regulations. 

The review will consider hybrid 
heating systems and provide a 
clear minimum expectation for the 
skills, knowledge, experience, and 
behaviours that a heat pump 
installer should have to be 
regarded as competent. ■

to be designed to operate at 55°C 
or lower, where possible. The 
government is consulting on the 
best ways to ensure that gas 
engineers have the relevant skills 
to meet this – for example, by 
making training in low-temperature 
heating systems mandatory by 
incorporating it into regular Gas 
Safe registration renewal and  
entry training.

Controls
The intention is that new gas 
boilers must be sold and fitted 
with Class VI controls, which 
means weather compensation 
and room sensors. This definition 

“New requirements, similar to  
the introduction of Boiler Plus, aim  

to get better efficiency out of boilers.”

Mandating hydrogen-ready boilers 
The government proposes to proceed with requiring that all 
newly installed domestic gas boilers must be hydrogen-ready, 
based on the following assumptions:
•  That hydrogen-ready boilers can satisfy regulatory 

requirements once converted to operate on 100 per cent 
hydrogen, which includes performance and safety 

•  They should cost the same as natural gas boilers
•  A single definition of hydrogen-ready boilers is agreed, which 

ensures that products meeting this definition can prepare 
homes for possible 100 per cent hydrogen conversion.

‘Great to see technology-agnostic approach’
Martyn Bridges, director of Technical Services at Worcester 
Bosch, says: “We’re encouraged that BEIS has taken a 
system-first approach, not just appliances. They cover 
controls, correct maintenance and tackling boiler oversizing, 
instead of simply what appliance should generate heat.

“It is also great to see that a technology-agnostic position 
seems to be taking place. The ambitious target of 600,000 heat 
pumps installations per year by 2028 is referenced, but also 
there is acknowledgment that hybrid systems will contribute to 
this is a step in the right direction.

“Finally, the proposed mandate that from 2026 onwards, all 
new domestic gas boilers need to be hydrogen-ready, is the 
first written commitment that we can recall from government, 
which again is very encouraging to see and will boost 
confidence in the possible future fuel.”

The consultation closes on 
21 March 2023. You can 
read it in full and respond 
at: https://beisgovuk.
citizenspace.com/heat/
improving-boiler-
standards-and-efficiency/
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